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Rally aims to jumpstart the global creator economy for both content creators and their fans for a brand new era of 

fandom where both creator and fan benefit. As it stands right now, creators earn revenue via a small percentage of 

revenue share from advertising, or sponsored posts. In Rally’s vision for the future, creators will be able to grow their 

audiences and earn more revenue by building their own virtual economy fueled by their own Creator Coin, where 

they can offer and reward new digital collectibles and digitally native experiences to their fans. Furthermore, fans will 

be able to support and also participate in their favorite creator’s success. Not only will they have access to myriad new 

collectibles and experiences, but they will also be able to buy and trade in each creator’s personalized coin. As their 

favorite creator’s fame rises, so will their Creator Coin economy, meaning that both creator and fan benefit. 

Rally’s goal is to be a decentralized network for creators to monetize and align themselves with their community. As 

a community-owned network, the community is in charge of making the decisions for how the network evolves, not 

the Rally team itself. Core team of developers built everything with the intention of decentralizing and progressively 

removing themselves from its administration and evolution. Rally Governance is a governance system that will 

enable the community of $RLY holders to direct all major changes to Rally Network. Rally token is currently trading in 

Uniswap and KuCoin.

RALLY - 84%

Seed investment price N/A

Current market cap $ 141 M

Current price $ 1

Competition Whale, Mork



BarnBridge creates tokenized derivatives based on market fluctuations. These derivative tokens are divided into 

high, medium and low risk/reward categories. BarnBridge is a cross-platform risk tokenization protocol with 

tranches of fixed income and volatility. BarnBridge’s advantage is that it can aggregate yields with fixed income and 

flatten them to improve the system’s efficiency, making the entry into the crypto industry more personalised and 

predictable for consumers, opening it up to a wider audience. BarnBridge also supports SMART Alpha Bonds that 

can be used to tokenise price risks. They can expose users to large, medium, or low price fluctuations. Smart Alpha 

Bonds on Ethereum can be used as derivatives to hedge against any ERC-20 token price fluctuations.

Barnbridge’s Fixed income products and risk management tools has the potential to attract traditional investors 

into DeFi. They have a strong dev team and already launched couple of Fixed income products Smart Yield bonds 

and Smart Alpha bonds. Smart yield bonds is one of the best stable coin yields.

 

BOND is used for Governance of the protocol and is currently trading in Uniswap. 

BARNBRIDGE - 82%

Seed investment price N/A

Current market cap $ 89 M

Current price $ 43

Competition Hegic, Opyn



Seed investment price N/A

Current market cap $7.7 M

Current price $18

Competition MakerDAO

Liquity is a decentralized borrowing protocol that allows you to draw 0% interest loans against Ether used as 

collateral. Loans are paid out in LUSD - a USD pegged stablecoin, and need to maintain a minimum collateral ratio 

of only 110%.In addition to the collateral, the loans are secured by a Stability Pool containing LUSD and by fellow 

borrowers collectively acting as guarantors of last resort. Learn more about these mechanisms under Liquidations. 

Liquity as a protocol is non-custodial, immutable and governance-free.

Users can Open a Trove to mint LUSD debt against their ETH and deposit LUSD to the Stability Pool and earn 

liquidation gains and LQTY rewards. Also can stake LQTY and earn the revenue from issuance fees (in LUSD) and 

redemption fees (in ETH). Liquity has a solid dev team with great quality code and technical documentation. 

Liquidity core innovation is the liquidation mechanism which is based on incentivized stability deposits and a 

redistribution cycle from riskier to safer troves. This provides stability at a much lower collateral ratio than current 

system. 

LIQUITY- 80%



Seed investment price N/A

Current market cap N/A

Current price N/A

Competition Barnbridge

The Element Protocol claims to bring high fixed rate yields to DeFi while maximizing capital efficiency, creating 

market liquidity, and reducing user costs. Element protocol users will be able to purchase BTC, ETH, and USDC at 

a discount without being locked into a fixed term, allowing easy swapping between the discounted asset and any 

other base asset at any time.

The Element Protocol, at its core, works by splitting the base asset positions (ETH, BTC, USDC) into two distinct 

separate tokens, the principal token, and the yield token. This splitting mechanism allows users to sell their principal 

as a fixed-rate income position, further leveraging or increasing exposure to interest without any liquidation risk.

Element will be a community governed protocol. Element has a strong team but it is in early stages of development. 

The project has very little activity on public github and the amount of technical details is limited, so we are not able 

to provide a proper technical review. This is a project we will keep a close eye on as things evolved.

ELEMENT FINANCE- 76%



ShardingDAO is an NFT fragmentation protocol and a marketplace for the shards. A shard is an ERC20 token that 

represents fractional ownership of an NFT asset. Shard owners can enjoy the asset’s price appreciation and collect 

dividends.Any NFT owner can submit an NFT onto the ShardingDAO protocol, and the Protocol will fragment the 

NFT into shards. After the NFT is fragmented, there will be a Subscription Period while the original NFT owner sets 

a Minimum Subscription Amount. During this period, intended subscribers stake stable coins or any other tokens 

to subscribe for shards. At the end of the Subscription Period, the fragmentation becomes complete as long as 

the final subscription amount exceeds the Minimum Subscription Amount. And then, 90% of the shards will be 

distributed to the subscribers on a pro-rata basis, while the original owner and the Protocol will each retain 5% of the 

total shards issued.

A shard owner can directly trade shards in ShardingDAO’s marketplace or hold them for dividends and price 

appreciation if applicable. Also, a shard owner can choose to add liquidity to any AMM-enabled DEX to obtain 

liquidity provider tokens and then pledge these LP tokens in ShardingDAO Farms to receive $SHD liquidity mining 

rewards.

SHARDINGDAO - 71%

Seed investment price N/A

Current market cap $22 M

Current price $2.6

Competition NFTX



1. RALLY TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Feasible (2)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

7

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Okay (1)

Less Than 20 Min (2)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

11

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Good (1)

More Than 10 (2)

Good (1)

No (0)

Good (2)

13
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

When Mainnet (out of 5)

Launched (5)When does the mainnet come out?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Yes (5)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

5

Team (out of 7) 

3+ (1)

Senior (2)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

5

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

46
84%

Total Score



2. BARNBRIDGE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Feasible (2)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

7

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Okay (1)

20-50 (1)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

10

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Good (1)

More Than 10 (2)

Good (1)

No (0)

Good (2)

13
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

When Mainnet (out of 5)

Launched (5)When does the mainnet come out?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Yes (5)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

5

Team (out of 7) 

3+ (1)

Senior (2)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

5

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

45
82%

Total Score



3. LIQUITY TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Maybe (1)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

6

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Okay (1)

20-50 (1)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

10

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Good (1)

More Than 10 (2)

Good (1)

No (0)

Good (2)

13
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

When Mainnet (out of 5)

Launched (5)When does the mainnet come out?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Yes (5)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

5

Team (out of 7) 

3+ (1)

Senior (2)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

5

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

44
80%

Total Score



4. ELEMENT FINANCE TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Feasible (2)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

7

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Okay (1)

Less Than 20 Min (2)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

11

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Great (2)

Less Than 10 (0)

Great (2)

No (0)

Good (2)

13
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

When Mainnet (out of 5)

Nothing (0)When does the mainnet come out?

0

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Yes (5)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

5

Team (out of 7) 

3+ (1)

Senior (2)

Outstanding (3)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

6

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

42
76%

Total Score



5. ShardingDAO TECHNOLOGY REVIEW

Initial Screening
Keep researching

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Does this project need to use blockchain technology?

Can this project be realized?

Is the project protected from commonly known attacks?

Is there a viable use case for this project?

Are there no careless errors in the whitepaper?

Innovation (out of 11)

Great (2)

Maybe (1)

Yes (2)

1-5% (1)

6

Description Scorecard

How have similar projects performed?

Feasability - Are there too many innovations?

Is the project unique?

Percentage of crypto users that will use the project?

Architecture (out of 12)

Great (2)

Okay (1)

20-50 (1)

Great (4)

Not Too Complex (2)

10

Projects Technology Score

Overall feeling after reading whitepaper?

Resistance to possible attacks?

Time taken to understand the architecture?

Overall feeling about the architecture after deeper research?

Complexity of the architecture?

Code Quality (out of 15)

Yes (2)

Yes (2)

Good (2)

More Than 10K (1)

Bad (0)

More Than 10 (2)

Good (1)

No (0)

Bad (0)

10
Is the project open source?

Does the project use good code like C,C++, Rust, Erlang, Ruby, Go, Solidity, etc?

What is the quality of the code?

Github number of lines?

Overall quality of the test coverage?

Github commits per month?

Overall quality of the maintainability index?

Could the project use better programming languages?

How well is the code commented?

When Mainnet (out of 5)

Launched (5)When does the mainnet come out?

5

Usability for Infrastructure 
Projects (out of 5)

Yes (5)Is it easy to use for the end customer?

5

Team (out of 7) 

Less Than 3 (0)

Intermediate (1)

Solid (2)

Number of active developers?

Developers average Git Background?

Developers coding style?

3

Score out of 55

Innovation 20%

Architecture 22%

Mainnet 9%

Team 13%

Code Quality 27%

Usability 9%

Total 100%

39
71%

Total Score



Token Metrics Media LLC is a regular publication 
of information, analysis and commentary focused 
especially on blockchain technology and business, 
cryptocurrency, blockchain-based tokens, market 
trends, and trading strategies.

Token Metrics Media LLC does not provide 
individually tailored investment advice and does 
not take a subscriber’s or anyone’s personal 
circumstances into consideration when discussing 
investments; nor is Token Metrics Media LLC 
registered as an investment adviser or broker-dealer 
in any jurisdiction.

Information contained herein is not an offer or 
solicitation to buy, hold or sell any security. The 
Token Metrics team have advised and invested in 
many blockchain companies. A complete list of their 
advisory roles and current holdings can be viewed 
here: https://tokenmetrics.com/disclosures/
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